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Wash This Blood Clean from My Hand
Evolution and the Problem of Natural Evil
A # 1 French and Italian bestseller from the three-time winner of the CWA’s
International Dagger Award More than ten million copies of Fred Vargas’s
Commissaire Adamsberg mysteries have been sold worldwide. Now, American
readers are getting hooked on the internationally bestselling author’s unsettling
blend of crime and the supernatural. As the chief of police in Paris’s seventh
arrondissement, Commissaire Adamsberg has no jurisdiction in Ordebec. Yet, he
cannot ignore a widow’s plea. Her daughter Lina has seen a vision of the Ghost
Riders with four nefarious men. According to the thousand-year-old legend, the
vision means that the men will soon die a grisly death. When one of them
disappears, Adamsberg races to Ordebec, where he becomes entranced by the
gorgeous Lina—and embroiled in the small Normandy town’s ancient feud. A
Climate of Fear, the latest Commissaire Adamsberg mystery, will soon be available
from Penguin.

Expositions of Holy Scripture
The ruler of darkness? the Tempter? the Great Red Dragon? Apollyon; the
Destroyer? One being is revealed to have all these titles and more - names that
reveal his horrific nature? All names given to Satan, your adversary who comes like
a lion "seeking whom he may devour" (1 Peter 5:8). Today, many question and
even mock the very existence of Satan, as well as the reality of evil. Even in the
Church, by and large, there are few biblical resources on the subject to counter the
destructive claims raised in today's humanistic culture. In The Fall of Satan: Rebels
in the Garden you will discover the answers to 35 captivating questions, such as:
How could one created good become so absorbed by evil? Why would God, who is
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not evil, allow evil to continue to exist? Did sin begin with Adam or was its origin
found in Satan? When did Satan rebel against God's authority? Where can the
answers be found to such provocative, spiritual questions that have been asked so
many times over? Carefully consider the biblical response, since it is the only
completely reliable foundation for information about Satan. As our absolute
authority, we must reject unqualified conclusions drawn from sources outside the
Bible, such as the current ideas and traditions of the culture. No believer should be
unaware of these sound answers found in the Bible.

Serious Survival Strategies
Exposing the Enemy
!--StartFragment-- In her most popular bestseller ever, the beloved author and
minister Joyce Meyer shows readers how to change their lives by changing their
minds. Joyce Meyer teaches how to deal with thousands of thoughts that people
think every day and how to focus the mind the way God thinks. And she shares the
trials, tragedies, and ultimate victories from her own marriage, family, and ministry
that led her to wondrous, life-transforming truth--and reveals her thoughts and
feelings every step of the way. Download the free Joyce Meyer author app.

The Revelation of Jesus Christ
SHORTLISTED FOR THE CWA INTERNATIONAL DAGGER 2018 When two Parisian
women are murdered in their homes, the police suspect young accordionist
Clément Vauquer. As he was seen outside both of the apartments in question, it
seems like an open-and-shut case. Desperate for a chance to prove his innocence,
Clément disappears. He seeks refuge with old Marthe, the only mother figure he
has ever known, who calls in ex-special investigator Louis Kehlweiler. Louis is soon
faced with his most complex case yet and he calls on some unconventional friends
to help him. He must show that Clément is not responsible and solve a fiendish
riddle to find the killer

12 Things That Satan Cannot Do
Expositions of Holy Scripture contains sermons by Alexander Maclaren. Alexander
Maclaren was an English non-conformist minister of Scottish origin. His love
towards religion started from an early age and he was always sure about becoming
a minister, entirely devoted to his calling. There is no wonder some say his
preaching was the perfect mixture of the science of exegeting biblical texts and
preaching them. In this book readers will find the collection of his famous sermons.

Dissecting the Serpent
A chilling new mystery from France's #1 bestselling writer Twice awarded the
International Dagger by the Crime Writers' Association, Fred Vargas has earned a
reputation in Europe as a mystery author of the first order. In This Night's Foul
Work, the intuitive Commissaire Adamsberg teams up with Dr. Ariane, a
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pathologist with whom he crossed paths twenty years ago, to unravel a beguiling
mystery that begins with the discovery of two bodies in Paris's Porte de la
Chapelle. Adamsberg believes it may be the work of a killer with split personalities,
who is choosing his or her victims very carefully. As other murders begin to
surface, Adamsberg must move quickly in order to stop the "Angel of Death" from
killing again. Intricately plotted and featuring Vargas's wry humor, This Night's Foul
Work will keep readers guessing up to the final page. A Climate of Fear, the latest
Commissaire Adamsberg mystery, will soon be available from Penguin.

Spiritual reading for every day: an introduction to the interior
and perfect life, arranged in 53 lessons, made up from holy
Scripture, the Devout life [of st. François de Sales] and the
Imitation of Christ, by I. Le Masson
The Legend of the Monk and the Merchant
Destroy the devil’s works! As a former high-ranking satanic priest, John Ramirez is
well-acquainted with the enemy’s strategies. Now, as a liberated follower of Jesus,
Ramirez offers exclusive intelligence on discerning and demolishing satan’s
schemes. Today, so many lives are destroyed by addiction, isolation, torment, and
darkness. What can the average believer do to fight back? Exposing the
Enemy—excerpted and developed from Ramirez’ first book, Unmasking the
Devil—lays out a plan to recognize the devil’s works in your day-to-day
experiences, bring them to light, and emerge victorious! Discover how how to:
Identify gateways that the devil may use to enter your life. Thwart hell’s plan to
steal and destroy your identity in Christ. Discern the difference between the
enemy’s voice and the voice of Truth. Expose Jezebel and Delilah Spirits—the
destroyers of the church. Fight back against every power of darkness through the
power of the Holy Spirit. Featuring practical strategies and stronghold-demolishing
prayers, Exposing the Enemy is a must-read for every believer. Fight back, and
expose the devil’s work in your life today!

The Warfare of the Spirit
As she attempts to restore the decaying Dreamland amusement park, Mary Alice
Brannigan must contend with the five most powerful demons in the world that it
houses, as well as a shady new beau, a crooked politician, a supernatural raven, an
inexperienced sorceress and more. By the best-selling authors of Agnes and the
Hitman. Reprint. 500,000 first printing.

The Metropolitan Tabernacle Pulpit
Every life requires a spiritual foundation. "Grandfather, you left this" Julio lifted the
leather-bound journal and stepped toward the old man. "It is yours now," said
Antonio, with a gleam in his eye. "I've lived my life according to the twelve
principles recorded in it. And if you will apply its principles as I did, your success
will be greater than you could ever imagine." Be a minister in the
marketplace.Terry Felber has written a parable that will transform your life and
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your business. Many years ago, this ago book helped Dave Ramsey rediscover the
marketplace as a mission field--and merchants as ministers. Now let it open your
eyes to the opportunities for service and leadership all around you. Are you ready
for a change?The Legend of the Monk and the Merchant will change the way you
see yourself, your job, and your purpose. Now includes personal and small group
study guide.

Our Ancient Foe
Your Adversary, the Devil
Discover Pastor Paula's strength in her inspiring faith journey as well as your own
spiritual gifts through her honest and stirring story. Early in Paula's life, she didn't
know God, but there was always a pull to something greater. Once she prayed for
salvation at the age of eighteen, Paula finally understood the meaning of grace and
purpose, and realized God had been taking care of her the whole time. Paula
shares her journey of faith in Something Greater, what she calls "a love letter to
God from a messed up Mississippi girl." She details feeling led to a higher calling as
a child, how she came to serve others as a female pastor, and what led to being
asked to become spiritual advisor to President Donald Trump. Something Greater
encourages readers to know and understand the "something greater" that is in all
of them, and will teach them how to cling to Jesus Christ in times of need and
abundance.

Have Mercy on Us All
When the residents of a French Alpine village accuse a beardless local of being a
werewolf and killing a sheep breeder, eccentric Commissaire Jean-Baptiste
Adamsberg teams up with his ex-girlfriend, the victim's adopted son, and a
shepherd to investigate clues linked to the village's history. Original. 17,500 first
printing.

The Christian Life
Satan. The Devil. Beelzebub. Each name makes us shudder. Christians are at war
with an enemy who "doth seek to work us woe," and our souls hang in the balance.
Known in Scripture as our "adversary," he prowls around like a roaring lion, seeking
whom he may devour. He delights in rendering believers powerless, ruining their
testimonies, and destroying their lives. These are serious threats, but are we
taking Satan seriously? Are we on guard against his agenda? Do we know how to
stand firm against the Prince of Darkness? Here respected pastor-scholars
including Kent Hughes, Joel Beeke, and Sinclair Ferguson shine the light of
Scripture on our ancient foe, identifying who he is, explaining how he operates,
exposing his web of lies, and celebrating his final demise. You will be equipped to
more fully understand the war we are engaged in and how you can "resist the
devil" in the power of Christ.

"Are You Ready For Battle?"
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Jesus told His disciples not to leave Jerusalem without the Spirit’s power. That
same power to heal the sick and cast out demons is still relevant and available to
every Christian who believes. From his thirty years of experience, W.K. Alsop
answers such questions as: • Is the baptism in the Holy Spirit with the evidence of
speaking in tongues for every believer today? • Is there a difference between the
Spirit’s baptism and the gifts of different kinds of tongues, the interpretation of
tongues, and prophecy? • Why is there so much controversy in the body of Christ
over this experience? • What are the benefits that come from this experience of
the Spirit’s baptism? • What is the power that I should expect to receive from this
experience? The Holy Spirit desires to release this spiritual power through you as
he did with the believers in the 1st century. Now is the time for you to pick up His
mantle and demonstrate the power of the Holy Spirit in the 21st century!

This Night's Foul Work
Internationally acclaimed and bestselling crime writer Fred Vargas will be
published for the first time in Canada in hardcover by Knopf Canada. In this
remarkable addition to the Commissaire Adamsberg series, has a serial killer
followed Adamsberg to Canada on his training mission? Between 1943 and 2003,
nine people have been stabbed to death with a most unusual weapon: a trident. In
each case, arrests were made, suspects confessed their crime and were sentenced
to life. One slightly worrying detail: all the presumed murderers lost consciousness
during the night of the crime and cannot remember whether they actually did it or
not. Commissaire Adamsberg is convinced all the murders are the work of one
person: the terrifying Judge Fulgence. Years before, Adamsberg’s own brother had
been the principal suspect in a similar case and avoided prison only thanks to
Adamsberg’s help. History now repeats itself when Adamsberg, who is temporarily
based in Quebec for a training mission, is accused of having savagely murdered his
young lover. In order to prove his innocence, Adamsberg must go on the run from
the Canadian police and find Judge Fulgence. The heir to Maigret, Commissaire
Adamsberg is back in a new investigation that will keep the reader spellbound until
the very last word.

The Three Evangelists
What To Do When Prayers for Healing Go Unanswered The Bible is clear: God’s will
is to heal! And yet, believers often pray for healing and do not receive it. Why? The
answer can be found in the Courts of Heaven. Robert Henderson is internationally
recognized for teaching the Courts of Heaven prayer strategy, which has brought
breakthrough, answered prayers, and miraculous transformation to countless lives.
Now, Henderson presents a powerful new teaching that answers the question:
What can I do if my prayers for healing go unanswered? Satan is the adversary to
God’s will and God’s people. In the Courtrooms of Heaven, he brings charges
against believers to prevent their healing. In this book, Henderson teaches you to
align your prayers with the legal process of Heaven to defeat the devil’s
arguments. You will learn how to: Identify hindering spirits, barriers, and legal
rights that prevent healing. Break curses and strongholds that give satan
destructive access to your health. Pray in a breakthrough dimension according to
God’s purposes. Release the healing verdict of atonement from the Courts of
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Heaven. Discover how to legally unlock divine destiny over your life, and even your
nation. Bring your appeals before the Courtroom of Heaven!

Something Greater
The Real Devil
The opera singer Sophia Siméonidis wakes up one morning to discover that a tree
has appeared overnight in the garden of her Paris house. Intrigued and unnerved,
she turns to her neighbours: Vandoosler, an ex-cop, and three impecunious
historians, Mathias, Marc and Lucien - the three evangelists. They agree to dig
around the tree and see if something has been buried there. They find nothing but
soil. A few weeks later, Sophia disappears and her body is found burned to ashes in
a car. Who killed the opera singer? Her husband, her ex-lover, her best friend, her
niece? They all seem to have a motive. Vandoosler and the three evangelists set
out to find the truth.

Hebrews in the Greek New Testament for the English Reader
The best selling study Bible in the King James Version--now updated, with added
features. Trusted for 25 years, The King James Study Bible has dependable notes
and annotations from scholars you can rely on, led by General Editor Edward
Hindson. A clear presentation of conservative Bible doctrine, with the resources
you need for knowing God's Word. Features include: NEW: Fresh new page design
for enjoyable reading of the Authorized King James text More than 5,700
authoritative and time-tested study notes offer straightforward communication and
clear understanding NEW: 48 revised in-text maps and charts - modernized and
redrawn for stress-free reference Large, 11-point Bible type for comfort reading no
matter how long you spend NEW: Enhanced concordance with added Hebrew and
Greek word studies gives deeper insight NEW: Index of Christ and the Gospels
NEW: Index of Paul and His Letters NEW: Index of Bible Prophecy Words of Christ in
red Doctrinal and archaeological footnotes and personality profiles written by
trusted, conservative pastors and Bible teachers Comprehensive book
introductions and outlines Center-column references with translation notes
Complete index to annotations, doctrinal footnotes, personality profiles, and
archaeological sites Part of the Signature Series line of Thomas Nelson Bibles King
James Study Bibles sold to date: More than 2.4 million The King James Version--The
most successful Bible translation in history with billions of copies published

The Fall of Satan
Jean-Baptiste Adamsberg is not like other policemen. His methods appear
unorthodox in the extreme: he doesn’t search for clues; he ignores obvious
suspects and arrests people with iron-clad alibis; he appears permanently
distracted. The Chalk Circle Man is the first book featuring Jean-Baptiste
Adamsberg, one of the most engaging characters in contemporary detective
fiction. When strange, blue chalk circles start appearing overnight on the
pavements of Paris, the press take up the story with amusement and psychiatrists
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trot out their theories. Adamsberg is alone in thinking this is not a game and far
from amusing. He insists on being kept informed of new circles and the
increasingly bizarre objects which they contain: empty beer cans, four trombones,
a pigeon’s foot, four cigarette lighters, a badge proclaiming “I Love Elvis,” a hat, a
doll’s head. Adamsberg senses the cruelty that lies behind these seemingly
random occurrences. Soon a circle with decidedly less banal contents is
discovered: the body of a woman with her throat savagely cut. Adamsberg knows
that other murders will follow. From the Hardcover edition.

King James Study Bible
Have you ever been the victim of a con artist? It seems as though every day we
hear of increasingly clever schemes used to bilk people out of their money. It isn't
always new cons, either; tried and true schemes are used time and again. Author
Rick Shoemaker and his church fell victim to a scheme concocted by two con
artists during the Christmas season. And while these criminals scammed churches
across the country of more than $250,000, they are not the biggest con artists at
work today. In Dissecting the Serpent: Exposing Twenty-One of the Devil's Most
Destructive Devices, Shoemaker tells you how to recognize the work of the
ultimate con artist--the Devil. You can learn what is necessary to ward off each of
his most frequently used attacks. What's more, if you have already fallen victim to
Satan's traps, Shoemaker teaches you how to break free and return to life in
Christ. Dissecting the Serpent offers a biblical investigation into the arsenal the
Devil has devised for your destruction. You can have the strength and tools needed
to fight back and return to a life of hope.

Receiving Healing from the Courts of Heaven
Prayer is the Christian’s lifeline to God, and with it, lives are changed for eternity!
Charles Spurgeon knew the secrets of prayer—divine principles and promises that
God established for our every need. He reveals these principles and shares how
God has answered the prayers of men and women since early biblical times. This
anthology includes six of Spurgeon’s classic books on prayer: The Power in Prayer
Praying Successfully The Golden Key of Prayer Finding Peace in Life’s Storms
Spurgeon on Praise Satan: A Defeated Foe Because God keeps His promises, every
Christian can have a prayer life that produces lasting results, both personally and
in the kingdom of God. Discover how you, too, can develop essential
characteristics required for power-packed prayer!

Discovery on Spirit Mountain
When a Parisian town crier receives anonymous, ominous messages warning of an
imminent outbreak of the Black Death, genius detective Commissaire Adamsberg
and his straight-edged sidekick, Danglard, begin to suspect that the predictions are
linked to strange marks that have appeared on doorways, a mystery that is
complicated by a suspicious death. Original. 25,00 first printing.

Battlefield of the Mind
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What you believe is everything! Break free from bondages and live a life of victory
through inspiring bite-sized teachings that will help you develop highly effective
habits for right believing. Each daily experience includes: Today's Scripture: A
scripture to meditate on to recalibrate your mind and believe right about God's
heart and plans for you. Today's Excerpt: A key truth about right believing that
ministers and delivers God's transforming grace to you. Today's Thought: An
uplifting, liberating, and powerful thought for the day. Today's Reflection: A place
to journal your thoughts and reflections. Today's Prayer: A simple but powerful
prayer to help you express your heart to your heavenly Father.

Seeking Whom He May Devour
The Prayer of Protection
Spiritual WarfareThere is a Spiritual War being waged in the spiritual realm more
devastating than all the battles of all the nations throughout history. Our enemy
Satan seeks to conquer and destroy the souls, spirits, and bodies of human beings.
We are living in troubled and trying times evil is ever before us. Seldom do you
read or hear anything good? We are in a constant battle.For us to annihilate Satan,
his imps, it is imperative that you have a dedicated prayer life, equipping yourself
with the Word of God, that you may endure the fiery darts and circumstances of
life.For it is written: Be sober, be vigilant; because your adversary the devil walks
about like a roaring lion, seeking whom he may devour. I Peter 5:8 (NKJV)Be sober
means to be self-disciplined, to think rationally, and not foolishly. One must remain
vigilant, alert to the spiritual pitfalls of life, taking appropriate steps to make sure
that you do not stumble. Your adversary Satan is your avowed enemy. He never
ceases from being hostile toward us; he is always accusing us before God.Job
1:6-9;V6. Now there was a day when the sons of God came to present themselves
before the LORD, and Satan came also among them. V7. And the LORD said unto
Satan, whence comest thou? Then Satan answered the LORD, and said, from going
to and fro in the earth, and from walking up and down in it. V8. And the LORD said
unto Satan, hast thou considered my servant Job, that there is none like him in the
earth, a perfect and an upright man, one that feareth God, and escheweth evil? V9.
Then Satan answered the LORD, and said, Doth Job fear God for naught?Satan was
originally an angel of God but became corrupt through his own pride. Satan has
been evil since his rebellion against God (1 John 3:8). Satan is God's enemy. He
tries to hinder God's work in people, but he is limited by God's power and can do
only what he is permitted to do. Luke 22:31, 32; And the Lord said, Simon, Simon,
behold, Satan hath desired to have you, that he may sift you as wheat: But I have
prayed for thee, that thy faith fails not: and when thou art converted, strengthen
thy brethren. About Satan, the "you" in verse 31 is plural; Satan wanted to have all
the disciples to sift them. All of them would forsake Him and flee, and Peter would
deny Jesus three times, yet Jesus prayed, especially for Peter that he would
encourage the other disciples.Satan is called the Adversary or Accuser because he
actively looks for people to attack with temptation (1 Peter 5:8, 9) and because he
wants to make people hate God. He does this through lies and deception (Genesis
3:1-6). Job, a righteous man who had been greatly blessed, was a perfect target for
Satan. Any person who is committed to God can expect Satan's attacks. Satan,
who hates God, hates God's people as well. From this conversation, we learn a
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great deal about Satan. 1. He is accountable to God. All angelic beings, good and
evil, are compelled to give an account of themselves before God. 2. His thoughts
are open to God. God knew Satan was intent on attacking Job. 3. Satan can only be
at one place at a time. His demons aid him in his work, but as a created being he is
limited. 4. Satan cannot see into our minds or foretell the future. If he could, he
would have known that Job would not break under pressure. 5. Because Satan can
do nothing without God's permission, God's people can overcome his attacks
through God's power (Job 1:6 Now there was a day when the sons of God came to
present themselves before the LORD, and Satan came also among them). 6. God
always puts limitations on what Satan can do.

The Ghost Riders of Ordebec
The Accordionist
Is the evolutionary process intelligently designed? If so, why did the Creator choose
such an evil-infested means to create the biosphere? What is the intrinsic nature of
evil itself? Is natural evil necessary? Is evil compatible with the existence of God?
Will the world's evils ever be totally redeemed? What place does humanity occupy
in the cosmic scheme of things? Evolution and the Problem of Natural Evil attempts
to answer these and other timeless questions by proposing a bold new conceptual
synthesis that aggressively marries the tenets of modern developmental
psychology to the basic concepts of classical theism. The end result of this novel
approach is deeply encouraging, insofar as it places the problem of evil, as well as
the general fate of human existence, in a much larger and more optimistic context
than has traditionally been imagined.

Wild Ride
The life of a Christian is packed full of conflict. The Warfare of the Spirit discusses
the persistent struggle against the evil forces of the world, the flesh, and even the
deceiving ways of Satan. Breaking down the spiritual warfare that is going on all
around us, in both the physical and spiritual realms, Tozer examines many aspects
of the human experience that can potentially damage us spiritually—like concerns
about money, social status, conflict with others, or even confusing the meaning
Christmas. Tozer also unapologetically states the dangers of adhering to a
theology that absolves the unbeliever of any punishment. For if there is no hell, he
warns, there is no heaven either. Beginning this book with a triumphant call to
battle, A. W. Tozer inspires the believer to seek and destroy the evil forces working
in this world. This book empowers its reader to eradicate complacency and sloth
and live actively for the Lord every day.

A River Runs Through Me
Warned away from Spirit Mountain, destination for their spring break, sixteen-year
old Gwyn Lorne, her twin brother and their best friends opt to visit the mountain
anyway, and find themselves caught up in an adventure that quickly escalates into
danger. Tired of what she feels is a mundane existence, Gwyn knows something is
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missing in her life. While she grapples with mysterious thieves, ghostly dancers
and seeks to unravel an ancient Iroquoian riddle, an unseen force is at work within
heris it mystery, romance, or God's pursuant love that will finally make her whole?

100 Days of Right Believing
The beloved and timeless King James Version is made available in an edition priced
right for Sunday schools, Bible clubs, church presentations, and giveaways.
Offering affordable quality, these handsome award Bibles will withstand heavy use
thanks to better quality paper and supple but sturdy cover material. A great way to
honor special achievements-at a budget-conscious price A spectrum of attractive
colors-black, burgundy, blue, royal purple, dark green, and white-suit any occasion
Imitation leather, 640 pages, 5 8 inches Clear 7-point type Color maps and
presentation page The words of Christ in red 32 pages of study helps Sewn binding
Shipped with an attractive four-color half-wrap and shrink-wrap.

Power in Prayer
In these days of danger, trouble, and evil, New York Times bestselling author
Joseph Prince reveals how God's children can have round-the-clock protection
through the power of prayer. THE PRAYER OF PROTECTION unveils the Bible's
ultimate psalm of protection, Psalm 91, to help you understand more about how
God guards His children. Joseph Prince offers simple keys and practical advice to
finding and resting in the secret place of the Most High, where no evil can even
come near you. You'll begin to live unafraid and with boldness as you allow the
certainty of your heavenly Father's love and the sure promises of His Word to
guard your heart against every fear. Come under the wings of the Almighty and
live life divinely protected, positioned, and free from all fears with our covenantkeeping God!

Gift and Award Bible-KJV
When the residents of a French Alpine village accuse a beardless local of being a
werewolf and killing a sheep breeder, eccentric Commissaire Jean-Baptiste
Adamsberg teams up with his ex-girlfriend, the victim's adopted son, and a
shepherd to investigate clues linked to the village's history. Original. 17,500 first
printing.

The Chalk Circle Man
Here is an illuminating study of the devil from a veteran seminary professor and
author. "This work uses the light of Scripture to expose the person and methods of
Satan . . . Competent books on this subject are not plentiful. . . . Pentecost gives us
a very useful survey of information on Satan."--"Christianity Today."

Seeking Whom He May Devour
The Revelation of Jesus Christ - King James Version - Compact Travel Pocket Book
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To Summon a Hellcat
Waylon Geddes, mayor of the small mining town of Sweetwater, is facing his first
mayoral opposition in years. As the build-up to the re-election comes closer, two
outsiders arrive into town who will forever change the landscape of Jefferson
County, West Virginia. Deep within a forested grove a few dozen miles away, three
sisters unknowingly conjure up an ancient demon with a stolen bit of spellwork.
Their casting goes awry, and the devilish hellcat Ferys is once more unleashed
upon the world to spread havoc and destruction in His wake. Waylon is forced to
contend with mysterious murders in his otherwise peaceful town, and must endure
the hardships both from the vindictive sheriff's department and his own duties as
mayor. As a respite from the stress, Waylon adopts an adorable and malnourished
stray cat on his way home from work. His life, and the lives of those he serves will
forever be changed from that moment forward

Spurgeon On The Holy Spirit
God loves to answer prayer, and Scripture teaches that it is a simple thing to see
answered prayer in our own lives. Charles Spurgeon's classic writings tackle the
fears and questions that arise as we learn to pray. His time-tested, hard-hitting
teachings will clear the way for you to experience true faith and the power of
answered prayer. Spurgeon discusses God's promise to hear our prayers, the
humility of pleading prayer, and our position before God's throne of grace. Every
believer can, and should, have a life marked by answered prayer. Charles
Spurgeon will lead you to the place where life begins—a place of true communion
with God.
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